HOW DYNTEK CAN DELIVER YOUR CLOUD
STRATEGY WITH MICROSOFT AZURE
The cloud is transforming business and IT in many ways, but primarily it is enabling
organizations to create an extensible and uniform IT environment. This is driving simpler IT
that delivers on business demands in any situation, and supports future growth. The Cloud
is essential to the modern business: data is growing 3x faster than compute capability.

WHEN IMPLEMENTED CORRECTLY, THE CLOUD DRIVES
CHANGE THAT IMPACTS YOUR BUSINESS:

Transforms large
CapEx hardware
purchases into
OpEx costs

Builds a
software-defined
foundation that
reduces complexity

Creates a more
predictable &
scalable IT budget

Delivers services
rapidly, simplifies
management & meets
business demands

Scales easily with a
consistent experience
every time

EXECUTE AGAINST YOUR CLOUD STRATEGY WITH MICROSOFT AZURE
MORE THAN 57% OF THE FORTUNE 500 USES MICROSOFT AZURE, AND
ON AVERAGE 1,000 CUSTOMERS ARE SIGNING UP EVERY DAY.

Whether you are looking for ways to enhance your business productivity, map your path to
a cloud platform, support your mobile workers or create a migration plan away from
Windows 2003, Azure provides a consistent infrastructure to:

MODERNIZE YOUR
INFRASTRUCTURE

TRANSFORM & EXTEND
YOUR DATA CENTER

PROVIDE ENTERPRISELEVEL MOBILITY

Build a Software-Defined Foundation

Reduce complexity and cost of the on-premises
data center with enterprise-grade virtualization and
new approaches to storage and networking.

Migrate for Application Innovation
Build modern applications that span disparate
clouds while meeting the requirements of the
mobile workforce.

Microsoft Enterprise Mobility Suite
Provide Cloud-based mobile management
system built around user identity.

Automate & Secure Your Infrastructure
Deliver services rapidly and simplify management
with a unified toolset—and automation capabilities.

Move Past Windows Servers 2003

Employee Productivity

Upgrade from Windows Server 2003 and
gain the business benefits of a modern
platform, and options for innovations.

Extend to the Cloud on Demand

Allow access anywhere, on any device with
authenticated access to apps and data.

When you need additional capacity, easily extend
your existing environment with a consistent
experience across cloud and data center to meet
your unique business.

Upgrade for Platform Improvements
Get the best of both worlds: the benefits
of a modern platform combine with built-in
options for cloud innovation.

Business Continuity

Have a requirement but don’t want a secondary
data center? Do it cheap, easy and quick.

Simplified Management

Simple, remote device management across
any platform.

MOVE FROM CLOUD STRATEGY TO CLOUD ACTION
Not too long ago,
most organizations
had a Cloud strategy
with NO BUDGET

Now, most
organizations have
a Cloud Budget,
but NO STRATEGY

The next step is aligning
your Cloud Budget to your
business strategy &
finding opportunities for
the best ROI & end-user
experience

Email & Communications
Mobility

Database

WANT TO ALIGN YOUR CLOUD STRATEGY WITH YOUR
BUSINESS STRATEGY? LET DYNTEK HELP.

Systems Management

Storage
Business Productivity
Tools
Disaster Recovery &
Business Continuity

With Microsoft Azure, DynTek can help you create a path to
the cloud that supports business continuity and provides
predictable IT budgets, leading to an “always on” IT
experience. Let us show you how to create your own Cloud
Roadmap or operationalize your Cloud Strategy, quickly and
for free, with our Cloud Readiness Assessment.

Contact us today at 877-297-3723 or visit
http://explore.dyntek.com/cloud-readiness

